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Robert Barnard taught for seventeen years in Norwegianuniversities before returning to Britain
and writing books onDickens, Agatha Christie and Emily Bronte. He was honouredwith the
Cartier Diamond Dagger award for his crime novels, whichnumber more than fifty titles.
"Aficionados of all things Bronte must have this encyclopedia ontheir desks. Even those with
just a passing interest in Bronte orliterary research can become trapped in this book for
allamericanclocks.comg up one entry leads to looking up another, and thenanother.” "This
book has references to the important and thearcane and the obscure, references to Author:
Robert Barnard. "Aficionados of all things Bronte must have this encyclopedia ontheir desks.
Even those with just a passing interest in Bronte orliterary research can become trapped in this
book for allamericanclocks.comg up one entry leads to looking up another, and then another
Author: Robert Barnard. A Bronte Encyclopedia is an A- Z encyclopedia of the most notable
literary family of the 19th century highlighting original literary insights and the significant
people and places that influenced the Brontes' lives.
A Bronte Encyclopedia is an A- Z encyclopedia of the most notable literary family of the 19th
century highlighting original literary insights and the significant people and places that
influenced the Read more.
A Bronte Encyclopedia is a complete guide to the life and work of the most notable literary
family of the nineteenth century. Jul 17, · For the Bronte fanatic, this book is a must! One can
become trapped in this book for hours. The encyclopedia has references to the people they
met, the places they've visited, events in their short lives etc. from important to obscure. The
book also includes about 60 images, all printed in high quality. Meticulously researched.
Fascinating. Absorbing/5(2).
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